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Digital Literary Landmarks of Aotearoa New Zealand 
 

DAVID CICCORICCO 

 

Abstract 

Digital literary forms in and of Aotearoa New Zealand have yet to be adequately historicised, 

and such works – and their authors – risk being lost to New Zealand’s literary history. 

Addressing the added challenge of doing history in the digital age, I offer an analytical survey 

of early digital literary works in or of NZ based around the categories of fiction, poetry, 

performance, and videogames. Cultivating a digital literary history serves us well not only in 

situating individual works of creative media in our collective cultural heritage but also in 

situating New Zealand amid broader networked culture. 

 

 

Aotearoa New Zealand’s first work of digitally hyperlinked narrative fiction might be Allen 

O’Leary’s self-published “The Casino Project” in 1998.1 Written in response to the opening of 

Melbourne’s Crown Casino on the south bank of the Yarra River, it is a horror story of sorts, 

where readers can choose to “gamble” or “shop” or simply “park” their car in the building’s 

menacing underground parking garage. At least this could be the first hypertext fiction written 

by a New Zealander, as O’Leary had by that time shifted to Australia to work and live. Then 

again, it might not actually qualify as the first, given that it was only 60 percent completed. 

That landmark might be better placed with another text by O’Leary, “A Thread,” self-published 

in 2000. A “short hypertext work about consequences,” it tells of an encounter between 

strangers, a man and a woman, in which the woman pulls at a “single red thread” that is hanging 

out from the man’s jacket.2 Of course, there may also have been other, earlier firsts that did not 

have the fortune or happenstance of being self-curated on a website continuously from the late 

1990s. 

 

Digital fiction and digital literary forms in and of New Zealand more generally have yet to be 

adequately historicised. Nonetheless, any discussion of “firsts” functions merely as a 

provocation, a critical disturbance meant to kick up a descriptive dust cloud long enough to 

think through some new configurations and categories before settling again. Claims for 

primacy, after all, smack of hierarchy and hegemony, often operating as attractors for the 

abuses of colonial and monocultural legacy – even when that abuse simply takes the form of 

neglect. So my focus falls less on the first of a kind, and more on the kind of “digital literary” 

progeny indexed by the field of digital (or electronic) literature.3 That field would include the 

various forms of NZ-made digitally interactive fiction and poetry, digitally augmented online 

performance art, and literary videogames, all of which have yet to be addressed as a kindred if 

not coherent body of cultural production with significant value to the literary history of this 

place. My purpose is thus to identify some digital literary landmarks en route to a broader 

understanding of this distinctively digital literary history. In that spirit, O’Leary’s digital thread 

is also a fitting figure to tug on, allowing us to first reveal more about the authors and works 

of NZ’s early digital culture and then to tether these Oceanic contributions not only to one 

another but also to the wider field of digital art and literature. 

 

In the now classic hypertext fiction work Patchwork Girl, Shelley Jackson’s disoriented 

narrator (named “Mary Shelley”) describes history as nothing more than “a haphazard 

hopscotch through other present moments.”4 The reference attaches to the experience of the 

then emergent form of hypertext fiction as much as it does to an emergent sense of (digital) 

history. I take a methodological cue from both Jackson’s embrace of play and disavowal of 
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totality. At the same time, I acknowledge the added challenge of historicising anything 

connected to the World Wide Web – stuck, as it would appear, in a perpetual present tense. We 

are caught in what Michael Joyce has described as the “anticipatory state of constant nextness” 

in turn.5 There are two factors in play. First, there is already a need to do history differently in 

the digital age. As Alan Liu suggests, it is not just history that requires renewed interrogation, 

but how each era creates their own peculiar relationship to it; for him, our sense of history 

changes by way of a number of ever-shifting parameters. Adopting a collective voice that 

rhetorically speaks for this very sense of history, Liu frames the challenge as such: 

We worry that […] you will forget the sense of history in the thrill of the instant click, 

get, post, comment, like, tweet, and other ephemera of “creative destruction,” 

“disruption,” or “innovation” that accumulate value mainly for entities, such as 

corporations, with the least stake in a sense of history.6 

 

A second factor is that historicizing digital-born works presents its own distinct set of 

challenges, from the ever-expiring hardware and software platforms to ad hoc archiving (or 

not) typically in unsupported informal networks online. My attention falls mainly on the decade 

between 1995 and 2005, which roughly follows the popular adoption of the Web for personal 

(and indeed artistic) purposes and therefore best captures its early literary flourishes. In that 

respect, when talking about some early digital “firsts” that follow, I am mostly referring to first 

published (including self-published) works on the Web, while acknowledging that there are 

likely to be pre-Web works of digital fiction and poetry in or of NZ, which would be 

predecessors. For that matter, there are also pre-digital works in creative media that anticipate 

digital works in significant ways, with Len Lye positioned at the headwaters of that tradition 

in NZ. 

 

In what follows I address this dual trouble with doing digital literary history in the digital age, 

further localizing that issue in the context of New Zealand. I then gesture toward some possible 

ways out of network culture’s ahistorical traps by using Liu’s framework to think through our 

sense of history in the digital age. Next, I offer an analytically minded survey of early digital 

literary works in or of NZ based around the categories of fiction, poetry, performance, and 

videogames. The invocation of “landmarks” for this survey is deliberately incongruous. 

Landmarks are physical and (often literally) concrete; they serve as navigational markers but 

also anchor gatherings, marking commemorations or significant historical events. Today 

people are more likely to go to Facebook and Twitter for such purposes, in a more dispersed 

yet more participatory post-pandemic mass – with “mass” taken in both the sense of scale and 

of worship, of which there is plenty in the realm of social media influencing. A notion of 

marking the digital literary landscape is, however, a necessary anachronism for critical ends. 

We can think of slowing down and concretizing the practice of media consumption as a 

precondition for historicizing – perhaps in the rare mode of pausing just long enough to read 

the text on a monument in passing. I conclude the survey with some reflections on the 

polarizing sense of the Web itself as the arch-network of literary history.  

 

Beyond what should be the self-evident value of doing literary historical work, studying (and 

preserving) works of digital art and literature carries its own inherent significance. The 

experience of interactive and multi-threaded textuality, characteristic of so much of early “new 

media” experimentation, is now the norm in a digital culture. Arguably, our default narrative 

epistemology too has changed, and it invariably involves clicking, tapping, and scrolling 

through networks of stories. Digital literary art continues to offer narratives and modes of 

narration that allow us to negotiate information society and mitigate what Liu calls the 

“temporality of shared culture” in the new millennium.7 It uses the network to speak back to 
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the network, keeping the neo-authoritarian constraints of corporate and consumer culture at 

one critical remove. Therefore, cultivating a digital literary history serves us well not only in 

situating individual works of creative media in our collective cultural heritage but also in 

situating Aotearoa New Zealand amid broader networked culture. 

 

The Trouble with Digital Literary History  

During the first global lockdowns in 2020, there were a number of creative appropriations of 

online space as creative virtual performance space, followed by a number of errant claims of 

online “first’s” in this vein. A group of digital artists, including New Zealander Helen Varley 

Jamieson, who coined the term “cyberformance” two decades prior, created a video 

compilation called “Before the First.”8 At once a celebration and a corrective, it curated 

excerpts of many of the actual firsts for networked and online performance, dating back to 

1992. The kind of technocultural amnesia these artists were compelled to address is arguably 

endemic; digital culture is arguably ahistorical. We might also see the Web as remarkably un-

literary – whatever the Internet thinks, it thinks always in terms of the now. In any case, our 

saturation with digital culture paradoxically troubles our ability to historicise it. For a body of 

work so accessible in the utilitarian sense, its history tends to be – much like a familiar server 

error – not found. As perpetual hardware and software upgrades satisfy our sociotechnical 

cravings, they complicate their own claims to posterity. We can add the fact that in such a new 

field, terminology undergoes its own accelerated evolution, one that is often over-determined 

by technical advances. It is common to find new genres grow out of new platforms, as in the 

case of Twitter fiction, or in formulations such as “new media novels” on DVD, or in “novellas 

for iPad.”9 

 

It is possible, however, to further localize the trouble with historicising digital literary history 

in NZ. In the US and the UK there was a comparably clearer progression from the initial hype 

of hypertext in the 1990s carrying across from academic to popular contexts. A visible marker 

was Robert Coover’s 1992 publication of “The End of Books” in the New York Times, which 

sparked some rather public critique – however misguided some of it was in its positioning 

multi-linear digital novels as a threat to the future of literature or reading.10 Nonetheless, there 

were communities, modest and mostly academic in nature, that had coalesced around this new 

form of literary experimentation in digital environments. One attractor for this community of 

practice was the Storyspace hypertext authoring software, which was developed in 1987 along 

with its own proprietary publisher in Eastgate Systems. In NZ, by contrast, digital literary 

artifacts such as hypertexts and other forms of digital fiction would be stuck in a kind of 

quantum contradiction, perpetually old and new at the same time. For example, the first 

dissertation on hypertext and literature was completed in 1995 at Massey University by Jon 

Bridges (who later went on to become a television producer, media host, actor, and comedian 

in NZ).11 Ten years later an article appeared in the NZ Herald reporting on hypertext fiction, 

and specifically the fact that nobody had much of an idea of what it was. That included the 

reporter writing the article and the students she interviewed, who were bamboozled when 

encountering “hyperfiction” in their NCEA Level 3 English exam.12 

 

There were pockets of innovative academic teaching: from the late 1990s and into the mid-

2000s Brian Opie taught hypertext fiction created with Storyspace (first on floppy discs and 

later CDs) in his English courses at Victoria University of Wellington. I first taught digital 

fiction and poetry along with literary videogames at the University of Canterbury in 2005. 

From 2002 to 2004, at the University of Otago, Mark McGuire (Design Studies) and Rochelle 

Simmons (English) collaborated to design interactive teaching modules using the same 

Storyspace application, putting principles of hypermedia and nonlinear narrativity into 
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practice. More generally, however, academic activity around or peer-reviewed publishing 

venues for NZ-made digital-born work was scarce. (That fact also underscores the double-

edged nature of self-publishing works online, which places the power of distribution and the 

process of credentialising in constant tension.) One exception was Trout journal, published 

between 1997 and 2012 out of Auckland. It featured poetry, prose, reviews, interviews, 

photography, and artwork of or about NZ and the Pacific, and was one of the few venues 

publishing digital-born creative work. It was edited by Brian Flaherty, Anne Kennedy, Tony 

Murrow, and Robert Sullivan, whose editorial introductions over that time tell their own story 

of the enthusiastic yet sceptical adoption of hypertext writing technology for creative work. In 

fact, Sullivan’s first preface reflects some of the cyber-utopian rhetoric common to the nascent 

field: “In this visual world, where moving image has become the cultural lingua franca for so 

many, html presents a fight-back for text-based literature.”13 Another notable example, though 

one oriented less toward literary practice and more toward visual, video, and installation art, is 

the independent Aotearoa Digital Arts network (ADA). Growing out of a digital artist residency 

at the University of Waikato, ADA was founded in 2002 and has since been the only national 

organisation dedicated to the promotion and preservation of the digital arts in NZ. Its Artbase 

catalogues works by decade as well as category, with some entries going back to the 1970s.14  

 

Institutional and communitarian factors were accompanied by other cultural, social, and 

technical ones in complicating the emergence of a digital literary scene in NZ. For example, 

Ross Nepia Himona, a military veteran and writer among the first Māori to establish a presence 

on the World Wide Web, has described the reactionary treatment he received as an early 

adopter. Having created some of the first websites and domains where Māori culture was shared 

by and for Māori, Himona recalls the objections by some members of his own iwi to his sharing 

genealogical information online.15 In a related vein, it is possible to speculate that cultural 

forces may have contributed a reluctance to put forth, celebrate, or even preserve work that is 

so often by its digital nature self-published. Not only is there a recognized cultural humility 

that has characterized New Zealanders (beware of the Tall Poppy), Māori culture similarly 

cautions against excessive self-promotion, or whakahīhī. For an empirical illustration, it is 

worth noting that in creating the “Before the First” compilation, Jamieson does not include any 

of her own pioneering cyberformance works in the video. 

 

Finally, New Zealand’s relative geographical isolation contributed, at least early on, to a 

relative technical isolation as well. Not only was the infrastructural groundwork for stable 

internet access in place later here than in the global centres, an accident of NZ internet history 

meant that customers receiving dial-up traffic to their own sites in the late 1990s were charged 

per minute.16 The so-called “internet tax” was Telecom’s (now Spark) early response to 

mitigate the competition of free internet service providers (ISPs). After grossly underestimating 

the tidal volume of traffic that would ensue, it was paying out significant interconnection fees 

to its diminutive rival, Clear. As Sullivan’s Trout editorial around that same time explains, with 

regard to its submissions process, “Since New Zealand does not have great bandwidth, we will 

not be able to accept large image or sound files, or any video files. The peculiarities of New 

Zealand’s on-line charging regime means that anyone who views our site incurs a small cost 

for us.”17 All in all, these local factors compounded the more pervasive ahistoricism produced 

and perpetuated by network culture, thus creating a digital literary landscape bereft of some 

valuable landmarks. 

 

Nevertheless, if our sense of the network displaces our sense of history, then perhaps we can 

use a network sensibility to our advantage when doing digital literary history. In his most recent 

book, Friending the Past, Liu pushes back against the broader conception of ahistorical despair 
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and establishes that “the digital age does have a sense of history in its own measure.” 18 He 

reminds us, moreover, that History with a capital H and with all its imperialistic and 

nationalistic connotations is not necessarily a friend you would want to have in the first place. 

Liu’s intervention extends other lines of critical inquiry that attempt to think through the radical 

experiential shifts wrought by the Web and their implications for literary culture more 

specifically. For example, in William Mitchell’s 2003 book Me++: the Cyborg Self and the 

Networked City, he posited the idea of an “electronic present continuous” voice brought about 

by synchronous communications technologies from the telegraph and telephone on. He 

explains the associated phenomenon of “simultaneous, cross-connected subjectivities” with 

reference to the multiple threads of consciousness traced by James Joyce in Ulysses.19 

Mitchell’s notion recalls the work of another modernist in Gertrude Stein’s “continuous 

present” tense, which aspired toward a transcendent temporality through repetition and 

syntactical play in language.  

 

What makes Liu’s contribution significant, however, is that it goes beyond a singular focus on 

temporality and a fixation on the accelerated pace of techno-cultural change. Indeed, these 

earlier moves effectively invert a sense of subjective timelessness typified by earlier cultural 

epochs, such as the wandering aesthete of the 19th century, for whom time moves so slowly it 

is rendered irrelevant; as Kierkegaard’s aesthete memorably says, “Time flows, life is a stream, 

people say, and so on. I do not notice it. Time stands still, and I with it.”20 Liu develops a 

systematic model of parameters that characterise – and historicise – the ways in which we think 

of and relate to history. For him, the sense of history is held by three “paradigmatic” 

parameters: ontological, epistemological, and socio-historical. The ontological is marked by a 

play between “presence and absence,” the epistemological is marked by a play between 

“understanding and sensation,” and the socio-historical is both “social and temporal” in nature. 

Four additional parameters “fine-tune” these main parameters, and they accommodate history’s 

contradictory nature in the process. For example, they explain how our sense of history can be 

“individual and collective,” “punctual and durational,” “static and dynamic,” and can manifest 

both “materially” or in the form of “pattern” or “design.”21 When Liu claims that the digital 

age does have a sense of history “in its own measure,” the focus is thus on adapting the 

measure, which is “not just big-data metrics […] but also something like a poetic measure – a 

particular lilt and rhythm of experiencing life together in history.”22 Clearly, this sense of 

history in the digital age accommodates an expressly literary sensibility.  

 

These parameters can guide us in historicising digital art and literature in turn. In line with his 

long-standing engagement with digital humanities methodologies, for example, Liu advocates 

for literary studies adopting methods more akin to a “network archaeology,” which involves 

attending to the networks of platforms, versions, collaborations, or communities that orbit a 

singular work. Such media assemblages take precedence over any one iteration of a text. In a 

sense, from here on, all history will be media-historical, by which I mean mediated by the 

digital networks in which it circulates and driven by the data that computationally circumscribe 

it. We will also come to know it (epistemologically) and feel it (ontologically) in a different 

way – especially when the weight of history takes the form of weightless bytes instead of hefty 

tomes. 

 

Digital Literary Fiction 

It was in fact a history of media course at university that helped mobilise Allen O’Leary’s 

literary experiments in digital environments. O’Leary began establishing himself as a 

playwright and actor in and around Wellington in 1995 and 1996 before moving overseas to 

Melbourne where he enrolled at Swinburne University. While studying hypertext writing along 
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with media theory there, he became among the first New Zealanders to create works of what is 

now called digital fiction (and then more commonly called hypertext fiction). O’Leary self-

published “The Casino Project” in 1998 as a work in progress, and though it remains 

incomplete, it remains a landmark for its technical achievement.23 Even though HTML frames 

have long been abandoned for the compatibility and accessibility nightmares they caused, 

O’Leary deployed them to great effect to create what were then sophisticated structures of 

narrative variation. As he explains:  

The early sections use frames to create multi-linear narratives with a few variations. 

These are pretty simple but using panels both independently and together enables you 

to increase the visual complexity. […] With frames you can leave something behind, 

or randomly load something, the effect being akin to “variations on a theme.” Don’t 

underestimate Bach to show you how to do anything with theme and time.24 

 

In such contexts, technical virtuosity is never divorced from the writing, and thematically, 

O’Leary’s “The Casino Project” reflects anxieties of an individual and collective nature. At 

one stage, for example, the protagonist finds himself not only trapped in a deteriorating 

relationship but also in the underground parking garage of the casino, which he describes as a 

“beast with ten thousand eyes”: “I see myself from their point of view... They’re sitting in the 

control box, looking at this idiot going around and around the carpark, circling like a lost 

pigeon.”25 “The Casino Project” was a testbed for the emerging tools for do-it-yourself Web 

designers at the time and now serves as a notable technical curio piece. But more generally, it 

represents a timely and prescient comment on material excess even as collective attention was 

shifting to virtual spaces marked by seeming immateriality.26 

 

In terms of landmarking New Zealand’s first completed digital fiction, O’Leary’s “A Thread” 

(2000) is a likely candidate. The story begins with a woman’s whimsical tug on an errant red 

thread dangling from a man’s jacket, which is the start of an amorous relationship between the 

two. It proceeds, in three separate parts, to follow that relationship as it begins to unravel and 

come undone. Each part has a distinct design and narrative voice. The first, also titled “thread,” 

stages the encounter in retrospect. After the initial tug, for example, the man recounts: “And 

then she realized that she didn’t know me and didn’t know what to do next,” with the available 

link, reflexively, on the phrase “what to do next.” On selecting this link, the woman’s thoughts 

display adjacently, as she recalls how their eyes locked in mutual surprise, and then: “I had to 

just say something.”27 The second and third parts are called “code,” and “stream,” and read as 

comparably more domesticated sequels to the initial romantic incident, including an argument 

over feeding the cat. These scenes are nonetheless tinged with moments of intimate reflection. 

“Code” similarly takes the form of split columns and conveys a poetic dialogue of sorts. The 

concluding “stream” conveys several domestic vignettes through a single block of prose, 

narrated in third-person, with a number of embedded links. Overall, the interface makes 

graceful, minimalist use of graphics in the form of a red thread image as a backdrop that tethers 

the text displayed. It makes innovative use of the split screen effect, whereby some links call 

up text in the left-hand column that reflects the man’s thoughts, while the other links to the 

right render the thoughtscape of the woman. The result is a compelling social asynchrony in 

which each narrate their own view of the encounter – an encounter that assumes added 

resonance two decades on in a post-pandemic age that introduced social distancing. In 2000, 

“A Thread” won a short-lived award in “Hypertext Writing,” sponsored, as O’Leary recalls, 

perhaps somewhat oddly, by the clothing company Country Road in 2000.28  

 

In surveying early forms of digital narrative, we can look laterally to some hybrid works, where 

prose and poetry merge (genre in this context is arguably by default more fluid). We could cite 
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Auckland-based Judy Haswell’s 1996 work “The Rain in Japan” as among the earliest of 

these.29 Published in the first issue of Trout online journal, it is a brief travelogue that recounts 

the narrator’s journey to a Buddhist monastery in Japan. As they “accumulate details” of their 

rich sensory experience, they use links as explanatory glosses or thoughtful asides. In 1999, 

the text was one of ten (from 190 submissions) named “Best Poems Online” by the international 

online journal Riding the Meridian.30 Another one of Haswell’s early works that infuses 

creative nonfiction with hypertext is “Mary Reading,” published in Trout 4 (1998). The piece 

muses on the curious fact that many medieval and Renaissance depictions of Mary at the 

Annunciation place a book in her hands even though she “would not have been a prolific 

reader.”31 

 

If lack of both community and institutional presence at a regional or national level in NZ 

troubled digital fiction’s foothold, another factor was the relative historical separation, also on 

an international level, of the hypertext community and that of parser-based text adventures and 

Interactive Fiction (or IF).32 A cognate form of digital fiction, and indeed its genealogical 

ancestor, IFs require repeated textual input in order for the user to progress, and it provides 

textual output for each input in turn. Although they still occupy a conspicuous midpoint on any 

continuum between story and game, IFs tend to involve more puzzle-solving; they also tend to 

have an optimal outcome or winning state. Given their proximity to early computer 

programming and hacker culture, their community was comparably more visible and more 

clearly defined. As early as 1988, for example, New Zealander Andrew Kerr developed a role-

playing game (untitled and unpublished) for the Sega SC3000 platform that deploys a text 

adventure schema.33  

 

Given the homegrown and predominantly non-commercial nature of IF, many of these 

creations have been lost to posterity. There are some significant indications, however, of the 

form’s resurgence and wider recognition, coupled with a more holistic understanding of link-

based hypertexts or parser-based interactive fictions as kindred works of digital literature. New 

Zealand game writer Edwin McRae, celebrated for his writing for one of NZ’s best-known 

videogames, Path of Exile (2013), recalls his own experiments with the Inform 7 platform 

around 2010. He developed, but never completed, an IF called “Skeleton Eater,” in which 

players explored a creepy department store that contained a child-eating escalator.34 McRae 

would go on to write for Guardian Maia, an Interactive Fiction released in 2018.35 A historical 

sci-fi hybrid, it explores Māori culture through the player-character of a revered guardian, 

Maia. In 2019, an Interactive Fiction created in NZ won the Sir Julius Vogel Award for Best 

Novella and was a Nebula Award finalist for Game Writing. The Martian Job is a sprawling 

150,000-word IF created by Wellington-based M. Darusha Wehm using the Choice of Games 

authoring platform. The promotional blurb invites you to “rob the first Martian casino and find 

out who really rules the planet! Crack a safe, break some hearts, start a revolution, or get rich 

beyond the stars!”36 The work innovates by way of its gender diverse options for player-

characters; more broadly, it serves as a telling marker for the evolution of NZ digital fiction in 

terms of both its artistry and engagement with social justice imperatives. 

 

Digital Literary Poetry 

Compared to digital fiction, the early history of digital poetry in New Zealand offers more of a 

bounty: not only did Trout journal provide a publication line for those intent to test the lyrical 

quality of links, but the establishment of the New Zealand Electronic Poetry Centre (nzepc) in 

2001 also provided a valuable institutional home.37 Modelled after the Electronic Poetry Center 

at SUNY Buffalo, the nzepc dedicates a full section on its site to digital-born poetry along with 

the customary collection of author pages, essays, and interviews. The digital poetry section 
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includes links (many now broken) to a chronology of NZ poetry online, roughly a dozen NZ 

digital poems, articles on digital poetry by NZ scholars, and a University of Auckland course 

outline for “Poetry Off the Page” co-convened by Helen Sword and Michele Leggott. Both 

Trout and the nzepc were based in Auckland, which became the nerve centre for digital poetry 

in NZ. The designation was bolstered by key personnel taking up university roles there over 

the years, such as Lisa Samuels, Robert Sullivan, and Brian Flaherty as well as Sword and 

Leggott, all of whom have been involved in teaching or creating digital poetry. 

 

Among the earliest landmarks for digital-born poetry is Flaherty’s “Wittgenstein’s Sun” 

(1996), published in the first issue of Trout. The title recalls the famous conversation between 

G.E.M. Anscombe and the philosopher in which he asks her why people always say it was 

natural to assume that the sun went around the earth rather than the earth rotating. When she 

suggests that it is because it just looks that way, Wittgenstein asks, “What would it have looked 

like if it had looked as though the Earth was rotating?”38 Using a palette  of coloured fonts and 

backdrops, linked images, and some short animated effects, Flaherty explores the sensory 

impression of digital text and image, and the way in which our senses are led – and led astray 

– is central to this particular poem. The speaker stages an opening scene in which they 

accompany a “blinded colleague” who “sketches portraits in crayon”: “The ears, nose, eyes are 

memory perfect / but the face does not connect.”39 Scenes shift abruptly, from Trafalgar Square 

to the sacred mountain of Machapuchare in Nepal. (Arguably, the repeated dis- and re-

orientation, from node through link to new node, is itself a distinctive quality of the form.)40 In 

one passage, the sun becomes an “orange apostrophe,” with that phrase anchoring a link that 

takes readers to an image of a gigantic crayon-like and apostrophe-shaped sun. The detail 

speaks reflexively to the speaker’s penchant for seeing the landscape itself in linguistic terms. 

Yet this specific mark of possession also reminds us that no matter how much we try to impose 

our symbols in order to apprehend our surroundings, the sun continues to elude us quite 

regularly. We are, repeatedly in the poem, at a loss for perspective. Even the invocation of 

Machapuchare is significant in that its sanctified peak cannot be climbed due to an historical 

ban by the Nepalese. It too will not be possessed through exploration or expedition – it is a 

symbol of unobtainable perspective.41 The poem concludes with a similar kind of 

epistemological quandary, with the colleague saying, “This is the earth, that is the sky,” and 

the speaker responding, “but I am sure of nothing.”42 

 

That inaugural issue of Trout is replete with digital poems demonstrating a cerebral deployment 

of links. Another piece by Flaherty, “This Temporary Arrangement,” is a meditation on 

mortality set against a raging wildfire backdrop on the Port Hills of Christchurch, and uses 

links to intermix Biblical Psalms and indigenous proverbs with the verse.43 Thomas Mitchell’s 

“Turning away from the sunlight,” which centres on the Alcázar castle in Segovia, Spain, is a 

notable early experiment with link density, that is, the number of links in relation to the number 

of nodes (or passages). His first passage contains four links, with several of the links in the 

subsequent passages creating loops that motivate a multilinear reading.44 A subsequent work 

by Mitchell in Trout 2, “Smith and Adams” uses links to stage counterfactual scenes with two 

men: Smith, who is working on rules for lawn tennis, and Adams, who is looking up words for 

his crossword puzzle. Just two passages comprise the piece, with one link in each that 

effectively toggles between two possible futures. In one, the two men are sheltered in the war 

trenches amid the “afternoon shelling,” which was “on time as always.” That scene concludes 

as Adams is wounded, perhaps mortally. In the other, the two men appear to be sharing a room 

in a quarantine ward of a hospital. A fuse blows the television out, and the scene ends as they 

begin to talk.45 Mitchell’s short text recalls the mutually exclusive narrative branches typical 
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of Interactive Fiction, and marks an overt gesture toward the kind of ontological play of 

possible worlds that digital fiction would afford. 

 

A dramatic display of multilinear verse plays out in Robert Sullivan’s “USA/CANADA by 

Amtrack,” which tells of the iconic North American train trip albeit from an indigenous 

viewpoint, decolonizing it in process.46 There are 16 links in the poem’s dense, 244-word 

opening passage. Some take us to further “stanzas” (granting the entirely relative nature of that 

bibliographical unit in digitally networked poetry). Others take us to autobiographical 

reflections in prose, and yet others link to secondary citations, such as a line from Hone 

Tuwhare’s iconic poem “Rain.” The train metaphor orchestrates a reflexive play for the reader, 

whose experience departs from the conventional linearity it epitomizes. In a close analysis of 

Sullivan’s piece, Gray Gibson notes that “the hyperlinks can be seen to invoke stops along his 

way, diversions from the central train journey itself.”47 In terms of the graphical design, Gibson 

adds that when arriving at new passages, unexpected capitalisations on key words such as 

RAIN “jolted me to attention, perhaps in the same way that rain might as it hits the window of 

your carriage.”48 

 

If we cast a wider curatorial net, one that acknowledges screen animation if not hyperlinked 

interactivity per se, then Ross Nepia Himona’s “Reflections on Running” could be described, 

in a roundabout way, as among New Zealand’s earliest digital poems. In addition to creating 

some of the first Māori websites and domains, Himona was a founding member of the Māori 

Internet Society (MIS). His sites include essays, commentary, and poetry. “Reflections on 

Running” was self-published on the Web in 1996, with flax-like borders and an animated GIF 

of a running Māori warrior added to the original text. But the poem was written in the early 

1980s, and first published in 1986, in a collection called Heroes and Sparrows: A Celebration 

of Running, edited by Roger Robinson.49 “Reflections on Running” has been republished many 

times, and in many countries, since then. It also features in the NZ Electronic Poetry Centre. 

But it only appears with the running Māori animated GIF on Himona’s self-published sites, 

Maaori.com and Maorinews.com. The poem itself weaves cultural narratives with its running 

rhythm: “I run with Maui-tikitiki-a-Taranga, / Trickster Shaman. / We play, adventure, seek 

challenge; / pit ourselves against ourselves, / and all who would play with us. / With Maui I 

laugh at the World.”50 Clearly, Himona’s example runs counter to stereotypical metanarratives 

of new media encounter for indigenous populations, which tend to be framed by gross 

hegemonic asymmetry.51 As Himona explains:  

Poetry and Essay are my preferred vehicles. And having been online since the early 

90s, and having taken my newsletter online, I had already decided that the Internet 

would be my preferred medium. I thought of it as Mindspace, a new dimension of the 

Mind, where minds would connect directly with minds, enabled by technology. I also 

saw it as a medium where Māori would tell Māori stories unmediated by editors and 

publishers. A new Commons.52  

 

Himona continues to publish essays and poems on his site Te Putatara, which – roughly 

translating as “the herald” – also serves him as a nom de plume. 

 

More recent landmarks would include Flaherty’s “White Scarves” (2006), which uses nine 

fragments of kinetic text that scroll across the screen in variable directions, with inset images 

and sound.53 Inspired by a quote from Jorge Luis Borges, a Playboy interview of Tom Waits, 

and a local Christchurch band called Into the Void, it was named among Best New Zealand 

Poems in 2006.54 The fact that we can point to work from Flaherty that spans over 15 years 

makes him one of the few NZ artists with a digital literary oeuvre.55 Another would be Helen 
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Sword who, from 2007, began gathering her digital poetry in The Stoneflower Path collection, 

which now includes some two dozen poems, many of which provide the option to be read as 

conventional poems along with the digital work.56 Digital poetry has become more varied as it 

has evolved through creative computational practice in NZ. For example, writers Craig Cliff 

and Gregory Kan have both experimented with poetic text generation. While Robert Burns 

Fellow at the University of Otago in 2017, Cliff collaborated with Lech Szymanski in the 

Computer Science Department training digital neural networks using lyrics from Dunedin 

Sound bands to create what he calls found poems about Dunedin.57 Kan’s popular text 

manipulator “glass.leaves” allows users to enter any text and transform it according to a number 

of given variables.58 

 

Digital Literary Theatre 

If the landscape of the early Web is challenging terrain for marking literary works of digital 

fiction and poetry, it is even more challenging for works of real-time, networked, and 

collaborative theatrical performance online. Such works are transient in nature and often 

conflate audience and performer. Some effectively take place in a dual setting that includes 

both the shared space online and the physical space where some of the players may gather. 

Aspects of online performance have distinct genealogical ties to earlier modes of literary 

expression in digital environments. For example, while centre-stage (or screen) is typically 

occupied by a mix of live video and graphical overlays in cyberformance (after Jamieson), 

textual chat applications run alongside the dominant visual frame. In a kind of paradox of 

narrative communication, the live text can both respond to and determine the live action. 

Indeed, for the earliest experiments in online performance, the textual channel constituted the 

action. In this respect, this digital literary form overlaps with text-based MUDs (for Multi-User 

Dungeons or Domains) that utilised synchronous text for worldbuilding and real-time social 

interaction.59  

 

Cyberformance also shares genealogical ties to Alternate Reality Games (ARGs), which 

gamify real-world scenarios and deploy collaboration across diverse networks and multiple 

media channels, often at large scale, toward potential collective solutions.60 Another kindred 

form is “netprov” (for networked improvisation), a term coined around 2010 by Mark Marino 

and Rob Wittig to describe the practice of “creating stories that are networked, collaborative, 

and improvised in real time.”61 What differentiates netprov and cyberformance is perhaps a 

matter of relative emphasis, with netprov leaning toward narrative and cyberformance leaning 

toward drama. As Marino and Wittig note, though practitioners typically craft game-like and 

theatrical experiences, “we are specifically interested in text-centric improvisation that has as 

its goal the creation of a narrative or narrative world.”62 Netprov, moreover, self-identifies as 

a genre of digital literature, and is entrenched in the international community around that field 

and its official body of the Electronic Literature Organization (ELO).63 That is not to suggest 

that cyberformance is not or should not be integrated into that same frame. In fact, my purpose 

is to put forth that very possibility. Cyberformance and netprov in particular should be 

understood not as discretely parallel lines but rather as braided strands. Nonetheless, with 

regard to genealogical context more broadly, if we are willing to indulge a leap back to 

broadcast video, then all live online theatre performance arguably dates back to live video art 

installations of the late 1970s. 

 

NZ has a clearly established tradition in the online performance space, and its practitioners 

were connected to early global communities of practice around it. As Jamieson has 

documented, in 1994 a New Zealander participated in one of the parodic Shakespeare pieces 

“staged” via Internet Relay Chat by a virtual troupe called the Hamnet players, which was 
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founded by US-based actor and computer professional Stuart Harris. The identity of that player, 

however, remains unknown to this day, as they were located only by their username, 

“ValAgent,” and a NZ email address domain (belonging to the Wellington City Council), 

which was published in the early programme documentation.64 Jamieson co-founded the online 

performance group Avatar Body Collision in 2002, which included West Coast-based artist 

Vicki Smith. Jamieson went on to complete her MA dissertation, “Adventures in 

Cyberformance: experiments at the interface of theatre and the internet” in 2008 at the 

Queensland University of Technology. The Avatar Body Collision group was instrumental in 

developing a purpose-built platform, called UpStage, that provided a virtual venue for their 

projects. UpStage started development in 2003 as a venue for the emerging performance group, 

with New Zealand digital artist Douglas Bagnall on programming. Jamieson and Smith 

coordinated its development and release along with the other founding members, UK-based 

Karla Ptacek and Finland-based Lennea Saarinen. The platform has been utilised by artists, 

students, performers, and community groups for over two decades running, and underwent a 

full infrastructure rebuild with its latest iteration launched at the Mobilise-Demobilise festival 

in 2021. 

 

DTN2 (for Dress the Nation 2) in 2004 was the first public performance in the UpStage 

platform. It was a follow-up act to an initial virtual anti-war cyberformance called “Dress the 

Nation.” In DTN2, “a group of virtual performers attempt to restage their show, [but] times 

have changed and what was once a satirical indictment of war-mongering is now seen as an 

unpatriotic act.”65 Both George Bush junior and senior feature in the performances, as reflected 

in following transcript excerpt from “Dress the Nation”:  

 

bubba bush: what happened? 

bubba bush: where’d the flag go? 

sick //kee-gy: God Bless America and Canada 

bubba bush: who are those women? 

daddy bush: For cry an out loud son 

bubba bush: dad? 

bubba bush: !dad! 

sick //kee-gy: omg 

daddy bush: i told your Mom 

bubba bush : thank god you’re here 

daddy bush: I told her 

sick //kee-gy: Blame Canada? 

daddy bush: I said Barbara 

bubba bush : something crazy is happening 

daddy bush: that boy is a peanut66 

 

For the live performance, all text would have appeared in cartoonish speech bubbles emanating 

from graphical avatars on screen (where a colon precedes the line, it is rendered as a thought 

bubble). But the effect would still be disorienting, replete with unanswered questions and 

apparent non-sequiturs. The question that opens the excerpt, “What happened?” serves as an 

emblem for the entire experience, marking the epistemological void left in the absence of 

sequential narrative progression, which is backfilled with context-less dialogue or “chat.”  

 

What ultimately makes such works literary is that same combination of traditional elements of 

narrative communication with the dynamics of live improvisation. More specifically, 

characterisation and worldbuilding backstories combine with what Espen Aarseth, in reference 
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to MUDs, describes as the “cognitive pressure” that creates a “kind of playground that 

preconditions the awareness of textual identity” in powerful ways.67 The play of synchronous 

text can be constrained technologically as well as socially, as participants trace temporal leaps 

across the running chat log. Indeed, if humour is about timing, then frivolity is often temporally 

challenged in online performance. There is a further tension between conventional notions of 

literary work and the unvarnished, vernacular nature of the textual expression of networked 

theatrical performance in real-time. Such projects, moreover, make use of “vernacular media” 

of the day – from the earliest Internet Relay Chat (IRCs) to email, blogs, Facebook, and 

Twitter.68 These qualities, however, arguably feed the literary deployment of cyberformance, 

as it performs the role of social critic – albeit at one artistic remove – and responds, in so-called 

real-time, to current social and political crises. As a result of rampant role-play amid textual 

constraint, it is often poetry instead of platitudes that are “found” emerging from the vernacular. 

There is at least a constant element of literary surprise, such as an analogy that figures a 

president as peanut.   

 

Digital Literary Games 

A decade or so ago, any discussion of videogames with literary import would require an 

extended preamble and qualification. But these days perhaps only a short one is needed, due in 

large part to an artistic maturation of the field and the scholarly study of games making inroads 

through media studies, education, literary studies, and dedicated academic game studies 

programmes or centres. The deeper integration of videogames into the fields of digital 

humanities and digital literature has increased their visibility as cultural artefacts, and these 

fields have further encouraged a theoretical, historical, pedagogical, and even political 

approach to them. Such structural changes follow humanities scholars tracing a “literary turn” 

of contemporary videogames and a systematic categorization of “literary games” along what 

Astrid Ensslin calls a “literary-ludic spectrum.”69 

 

Historical and ethnographic work on hobbyist computing in New Zealand by Melanie Swalwell 

offers insight into early computer culture in the 1980s. Along with interviews and ethnographic 

work, Swalwell researched back issues of a computer club magazine published by Grandstand 

in their marketing push for the Sega SC3000 microcomputer. These magazines published code 

for game software submitted by their readers. One identifiable landmark in that respect was the 

publication of John Perry’s spaceship game City Lander in 1984, when Perry was just 13 years 

old.70 In 1989 in Dunedin, Andrew Bradfield and Harvey Kong Tin developed scrolling shooter 

games Laser Hawk and Hawkquest for the Atari 8-bit platform. They are regarded as among 

NZ’s first arcade games.71 Most of these early games, not surprisingly, recapitulated 

“targeting” themes and physics dominant in mainstream gaming.  

 

Some game creators, nonetheless, scripted elaborate backstories in their documentation 

(typically fantasy or sci-fi).72 SEGA SC3000 games developed by NZ programmer Michael 

Boyd, in particular, demonstrated a nascent literary games sensibility. Boyd created action sci-

fi Caverns of Karanor in 1986, which won an award from NZ computer magazine Bits and 

Bytes for its programming. The same year he released fantasy adventure game Sir Roderick’s 

Quest (1986), with NZ-based Poseidon Software; its backstory opens with the protagonist, Sir 

Roderick, looking “down across the barren Almor Valley, toward the ruined castle at Almor in 

the distance, once his home.”73 Boyd discusses his pursuit of worldbuilding in an attempt to 

engage players, at least in so far as it was possible in the rudimentary platforms of the day: “I 

was always trying to create a virtual world to immerse the player in.”74 His efforts were clearly 

recognised by his peers. In an interview of NZ game collector Nick Hook, he refers to Boyd as 

“the greatest of the local SC-3000 developers,”75 and Andrew Kerr has stated that “Michael 
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Boyd’s games set the benchmark for what could be achieved with approximately 26Kb of 

RAM.”76 Nonetheless, on the whole, the early history of games in NZ, like elsewhere, was 

more invested in the ludic than the literary. 

 

Two New Zealanders played pivotal roles in the seismic culture shift that situated games as 

vehicles for political and societal critique and popularised the notion that games could be 

artistic artefacts in themselves. Though both working overseas at the time, Katharine Neil and 

Julian Oliver were core members of the development team for Escape from Woomera (2004), 

an adventure game in which you played as Mustafa, an Iranian asylum seeker detained at a 

facility modelled on Australia’s Woomera Immigration Reception and Processing Centre. In 

operation from 1999 to 2003, Woomera was at the forefront of protests and claims of human 

rights violations. Mustafa – detainee number RAR-124 – fears he will come to harm if deported 

back to Iran and, though surreptitious conversation with other detainees (taking the form of 

non-player-characters or NPCs), he must devise a plan of escape. The game features a “hope 

meter” that runs out as he nears either deportation or capture. The developers re-purposed the 

game engine of popular first-person shooter game Half-Life to create what was an advanced 

graphical world at the time. But as Cindy Poremba writes, the game “succeeds less by 

immersing players in a physical space, or revealing truths about the logic of Woomera and 

detainee strategy, and more in crafting insight into the enacted subjectivity of Woomera 

refugees, read through the player’s embodied gameplay experience.”77 

 

Thus, it is not only the game’s function as societal critique but also the examination of 

subjective experience through its enacted narrative that makes it literary. It is necessary, 

however, to emphasise the revisionist and recuperative move made by placing the game as an 

antecedent of literary games to come – games that would more commonly be met with a 

celebration of their social cause. Escape from Woomera was met with controversy and 

triggered fierce debate that extended to the Australian government.78 After initially receiving 

funding by the Australia Council for the Arts, no further funding was received and only a 

prototype comprising roughly 30 minutes of gameplay was completed. Nonetheless, it gained 

international attention and has been cited among the world’s first “documentary games.”79 

Documentary games share a strong affinity with what game developer Gonzalo Frasca, known 

for his politically charged simulation game September 12th, has called “newsgaming,” a game 

genre where “simulation meets political cartoons.”80 As aesthetic agents of cultural critique, 

both “documentary games” and “newsgames” fall readily under the wider rubric of literary 

games, especially when such works are narrative-driven or text-based.  

 

Julian Oliver’s own oeuvre, while focused mostly on creative media art installation, includes 

other works that would merit the distinction of literary games. Multiple award-winning 

levelHead (2008) is a spatial memory game that uses Augmented Reality (AR) and a single 

plastic cube as its interface. A screen displays a little character, in silhouette, inside little rooms 

“logically connected by doors,” and players tilt the cube in an attempt to find the exit. Oliver 

created the game in the spirit of the ancient arts of memory and frames levelHead as a playful 

comment on the digital architectures of memory that shape our contemporary experience:  

“Some doors lead nowhere and will send the character back to the room they started 

in, a trick designed to challenge the player’s spatial memory. Which doors belong to 

which rooms?”81 Although levelHead involves no textual interaction and is arguably 

anti-narrative in nature, its visual composition and gameplay evokes the kind of 

existential architecture of both M.C. Escher’s impossible stairways in his famous 

lithograph Relativity (1953) or Samuel Beckett’s short story The Lost Ones (1971). 
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Signs of a literary turn in gaming in NZ were evident at least as early as 2007. That year Morgan 

Oliver (no relation to Julian) created a gallery installation that staged creative subversions of 

mainstream gaming. New Work for PCs used motion detection sensors to respond to each 

visitor entering the gallery room, which exploited the stark white gallery space as a site for 

virtual projection. Each time someone entered the space, a game character was randomly 

generated and projected on the wall as a virtual avatar. While actual visitors to the gallery could 

leave at any time, their virtual avatars could not. The room eventually succumbs to virtual 

overpopulation with the number of represented figures, at which point the next phase of the 

work explodes the characters into “chunks of digital flesh.”82 The final phase introduces a series 

of large, noisy monsters into the scene, forcing anyone who remains to take faux evasive action. 

There is no attempt at immersion or verisimilitude, only “cartoonish violence” that Oliver has 

described as “a moronic reduction of video game logic to its most basic functions: 

spawn/kill.”83 Oliver’s work, however, is not simply a critique of videogame violence. Rather, 

in conceptualising games as “image-makers of great complexity” and “tools for creating 

autonomous digital constructs,” he frames his New Work for PCs as a “transparent model” with 

which to analyse games and gameplay as well as a “demonstration of the potential of play to 

become art.”84 

 

A Riff on the GIF 

The preceding tour of digital literary landmarks is designed not to reinforce their discrete 

categories but rather to facilitate return journeys to what is now a discrete field. In that spirit, I 

wish to return to two of the works surveyed and conclude with a musing on a curious 

commonality between them in the form of an animated GIF. Readers of Allen O’Leary’s “The 

Casino Project” will invariably encounter an image of a man running inserted amid the text on 

several frames of its networked narrative. Readers of Ross Himona’s “Reflections on Running” 

will encounter an image of a Māori warrior in full stride at the top of the poem’s stanzas. 

Graphics Interchange Format (or GIF) was one of the first image formats commonly used on 

Web sites, and even though it was released initially in 1987, a seemingly modest revelation 

came in 1995, when Netscape Navigator introduced the ability for an animated GIF to loop. 

This functionality transformed the GIF into a symbol for the reuse and recycle ethic of the 

Web, especially since it allowed do-it-yourself Web denizens to do what were then considered 

some fairly sophisticated special effects in a cost-effective way. 

 

The running figure might take on extra resonance in an expressly digital literary sense. After 

all, the symbol is seen in these early texts typically running left to right, perhaps an oblique 

comment on a latent legibility, carried over – and remediated – from print conventions.85 It 

serves as a comment, more broadly, on the inherent textuality of the Web and how we read it. 

The notion of running across a “page,” a space conventionally reserved for reading, is thus an 

overt marker of the movement of literatures and literacies across media. Thus, the running man 

– an icon used generically to denote “on my way” – evokes the elation of a new form of 

movement, in both aesthetic and infrastructural terms. We are running our programs, that is, 

until they crash, which was a comparably more common occurrence for early digital 

practitioners. We can recall Paul Virilio’s observation that every new technology brings with 

it some new form of accident.86 

 

In the case of O’Leary and Himona more specifically, we can read one image as running away, 

in the form of escape from a windowless casino and dead-end relationship, whereas the other 

is running toward, in pursuit of open earth and sky. One embodies anxiety and paranoia, the 

other transcendence. The image – and its reflection on running – thus serves as a meta-comment 

on the paradoxical attraction and repulsion of the World Wide Web, for those who had a supra-
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historical sense of what it could and would become. It also evokes broader questions for the 

emerging identity of digital literary forms: is it ultimately, or definitively, more about screens, 

about interactivity, or about movement? All in all, this runner suspended in space but striding 

infinitely in time is emblematic of an emerging sense of digital literary history. It is a visual 

embodiment of Liu’s parameter of history as, at once, static and dynamic. 

 

Part of the beauty of digital textuality is indeed its evanescence, a double-edged trait for the 

demands of preservation and historicization. In the words of one of New Zealand’s first digital 

artists, Douglas Bagnall, “what the digital age really means is that the digital disappears. It 

swallows itself, hiding within every apparently analogue thing.”87 As the digital age swallows 

itself, like the ouroboros after its own tail, so too does its history. As the ancient history of that 

figure suggests, however, and like so much digital art itself, that act is generative. The hope is 

that my own running reflection on digital literary forms will contribute to a regeneration of its 

cultural history in Aotearoa New Zealand. 
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